For immediate release

Encore Award 2019
The Shortlist
£10,000 for the best second novel of the year

The 2019 judges are RSL Fellows
Edmund Gordon, Nikita Lalwani and Eley Williams.

Sam Byers
Perfidious Albion (Faber & Faber)
Kerry Hadley-Pryce
Gamble (Salt Publishing)
Anthony Joseph
Kitch (Peepal Tree Press)
Sally Rooney
Normal People (Faber & Faber)
Daniel Shand
Crocodile (Sandstone Press)
Sam Thompson
Jott (JM Originals)

The winner will be announced on Thursday 13 June 2019.

Notes to editors
Sam Byers, Perfidious Albion (Faber & Faber)
‘Perfidious Albion delivers a vision of our imminent future that’s as
alarming as it is hilarious, and as plausible as it is grotesque. Sam
Byers is a satirist of rare energy and lacerating intelligence. ’
- Edmund Gordon
Sam Byers’s writing has appeared in Granta, the New York Times,
The Spectator, and The Times Literary Supplement. His debut
novel, Idiopathy, was included on the Waterstones 11 list of debut
novels to watch out for; shortlisted for the Costa First Novel Prize
and the Desmond Elliot Prize; and won a Betty Trask Award.

Kerry Hadley-Pryce, Gamble (Salt Publishing)
‘A harsh, thrilling slap-in-the-face of a novel, reverberating with
the violent desires and thwarted dreams of a marriage that is
uncoiling before the reader’s eyes. Suspenseful to the very end, the
writing is full of willful, original imagery.’ - Nikita Lalwani
Kerry Hadley-Pryce was born in Wordsley, in the West Midlands, in
1960. She worked nights in a Wolverhampton petrol station before
becoming a secondary school teacher. She wrote her first novel,
The Black Country, whilst studying for an MA in Creative Writing
at the Manchester Writing School at Manchester Metropolitan
University, for which she gained a distinction and was awarded the
Michael Schmidt Prize for outstanding achievement. She lives in
the Black Country.
Anthony Joseph, Kitch (Peepal Tree Press)
‘Kaleidoscopic in both form and function, Kitch not only celebrates
a real calypso legend but also lays bare the tenderness of
attempted biography, the artfulness of icon-making, the failures
of hagiography and the impossibility of single, defined, rigid
narratives. A triumph of experimentation and testimony through
fiction.’ - Eley Williams
Anthony Joseph is a poet, novelist, musician and lecturer
described as ‘the leader of the black avant-garde in Britain.’
Kitch was shortlisted for the Republic of Consciousness Prize.
His written work and performance occupies a space between
surrealism, Jazz and the rhythms of Caribbean speech and music.
He lives in London and performs internationally.

Sally Rooney, Normal People (Faber & Faber)
‘Normal People is at once contemporary and timeless. Rooney
presents the shifting poles of love, desire and respect with startling
grace in this memorable novel - forcing the reader to grapple with
the intimate realities of class and freedom as the characters come
of age.’ - Nikita Lalwani
Sally Rooney was born in County Mayo, Ireland, and lives in Dublin.
Her first novel, Conversations With Friends, was shortlisted for both
the Dylan Thomas Prize and the Rathbones Folio Prize. She was the
winner of the Sunday Times/PFD Young Writer of the Year Award.
Normal People won the Costa Novel of the Year in 2019. It was
longlisted for the Man Booker Prize in 2018 as well as the Women’s
Prize for Fiction in 2019.

Daniel Shand, Crocodile (Sandstone Press)
‘In Crocodile, Daniel Shand has created some of the most hauntingly
damaged characters I’ve encountered for a long time. This is a
riveting, heart-breaking, consistently unpredictable novel by an
enormously gifted young writer.’ - Edmund Gordon
Daniel Shand was born in Kirkcaldy in 1989. He lives in Glasgow and
works in Edinburgh, where he teaches at Napier University. His debut
novel, Fallow, was published in 2016. It won the Betty Trask Prize and
was shortlisted for the Saltire Society First Book of the Year.

Sam Thompson, Jott (JM Originals)
‘Sensitive, searing, witty and wry, Thompson’s Jott is an
achievement of stylish evocations. This understated portrait of
creative cruxes and personal crises is delivered with powerful
writing and deft, clear-eyed prose - a revelation.’ - Eley Williams
Sam Thompson was born in London in 1978. His first novel,
Communion Town, was published in 2012 and longlisted for the Man
Booker Prize. He has written for The Times Literary Supplement,
the London Review of Books and other periodicals, and has taught
English Literature and Creative Writing at Oxford University, Oxford
Brookes and Queen’s University Belfast. He lives in Belfast.
The Encore Award was first presented in 1990 to celebrate the achievement of outstanding
second novels. Previous winners include Iain Sinclair, Colm Tóibín, A.L.Kennedy, Anne Enright, Ali
Smith, Evie Wyld, Neel Mukherjee and Sunjeev Sahota.

The Royal Society of Literature, founded in 1820, is the national charity for the advancement
of literature. In addition to the Encore Award, the RSL administers the RSL Ondaatje Prize for
writing on a sense of place, the RSL Christopher Bland Prize for debut novelists and popular
non-fiction writers over the ago of 50 and the V.S. Pritchett Short Story Prize.
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